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Introduction

IOur goal is to improve Persian-English SMT via orthographic and morphological
processing of Persian.
ICleaning Persian orthography to improve morphological segmentation
accuracy.

IMorphological segmentation of Persian words.

Persian Orthography

IWritten from right to left with Perso-Arabic script.
IHas some inter-word spaces (zero-width non-joiner or semi-spaces) that are not

consistently used by writers.

To the day ... %$# به  
Updated بە%$#
Prosperous بهر$#

Space Correction

IThis step is mostly needed for our verb morphological analyzer.

Steps
1.Learn a language model from clean data.
2.Get all possible space corrections for a sentence and rank with the language

model and return the best spacing.

Space Correction Evaluation
ITrain data: BijanKhan corpus and Persian dependency treebank.
ITest data: Persian dependency treebank test data without correct spacing

(all semi-spaces are turned into spaces).

lexicon, we add some rules to handle plural and in-
definite markers as suffixes for nouns, superlative
and comparative suffixes for adjectives and con-
tinuos markers (both positive and negative) as pre-
fixes for verbs. We show that with this approach,
we can decrease the word error rate in sentences.

Space Correction Experiments We use the tri-
gram back-off language model of words. We use
Peykare corpus (Bijankhan et al., 2011) and Per-
sian dependency treebank (Rasooli et al., 2013) to
provide the language model and lexicon for space
correction. The training data consists of about
398 k sentences and 89 million tokens (12 million
types). We use the development part of the Persian
dependency treebank for tuning the n-gram back-
off model. On the test part of the Persian depen-
dency treebank, we replace every semi-space with
space and repredict semi-spaces with our trained
model. The results are shown in Table 1.

Baseline Accuracy 92.20
Correction Accuracy 99.43
Correction Precision 93.11
Correction Recall 99.98
Correction F-Score 96.42

Table 1: Results of the space correction experi-
ment for Persian words.

As shown in the results, the precision is not
as high as recall. We can see two common er-
rors in the results. The first problem is with the
distinction between an adjective and a verb; e.g.
Ë Y ⌘É H. @Q  k xrAb ŝdh ‘dilapidated’ vs. Ë Y ⌘É H. @Q  k
xrAb ŝdh ‘has destroyed’. The second problem is
with the training data using Peykare corpus (Bi-
jankhan et al., 2011). Peykare is not actually writ-
ten with semi-spaces, but each word unit is written
in one line and it is almost straightforward to stan-
dardize the corpus. Some tokens in this corpus are
originally two or more words but they are written
as one unit and since we have automatically re-
placed inter-word spaces with semi-spaces some
errors occurred; e.g. Èª˙◊ A∆  JÎ hngAmy kh ‘when
that’ should be written with space instead of semi-
space.

4 Morpheme Segmentation

There are multiple ways to segment words in Per-
sian. The simplest way is to segment all words dis-
regarding the word category. According to Section
2, the similarity between Persian nouns and adjec-
tives to their English counterparts and on the other

hand, the difference between verbs in the two lan-
guages, we expect that verb is the most essential
word category in Persian for segmentation. Thus,
we also try to just segment verbs as another exper-
iment and keep other words as their original form.

We use Perstem (Jadidinejad et al., 2010)2 for
segmenting words (regardless of their categories).
We use an available Persian verb analyzer tool
(Rasooli et al., 2011a)3 and have provided a seg-
mentation tool to it in order to segment the verbs
based on the analysis from it. A POS tag is as-
signed to each word by its most likely tag regard-
less of its context. We update the verb list in the
analyzer by matching the list to the valency lexi-
con for Persian verbs (Rasooli et al., 2011c) ver-
sion 3.0.1.

According on the complexities of the verbs in
Persian, at the first hand, we try just to seg-
ment each verb and create new parts; i.e. neg-
ative marker, continuous marker, subjective pro-
noun, objective pronoun, participle marker, pre-
fix marker and the verb surface stem. We add
spaces to the end of prefixes and beginning of suf-
fixes; e.g. nmy xwAndmŝ would segment to n my
xwAnd m ŝ.4 We show that this new representa-
tion of verbs improve the translation quality with-
out any help of reordering and playing with com-
pound verbs in Persian.

The simplest way for making spacing problems
is to convert any semi-space into spaces. This ap-
proach has the advantage of being completely con-
sistent, while in segmentation, there is always a
chance of having noise in the data. We use this
approach as our second baseline, to see how our
method differs from this approach.

5 MT Evaluation

Experimental Setting We conduct several ex-
periments using different segmentation decisions
including original data, data after replacing any
semi-space with space, data after standardizing
spaces, data after segmenting all words, or seg-
menting only verbs. We use an in-house Persian-
English parallel corpus of about 160K sentences
after normalizing length and 3.7 million words

2http://sourceforge.net/projects/
perstem/

3https://github.com/rasoolims/
PersianVerbAnalyzer

4In our first effort, we added plus sign to the end of pre-
fixes and beginning of suffixes, but we found that this repere-
sentation does not lead to promising results.

Experimental Results

IDevelopment Results
IRaw: the simple baseline, Raw-Rs: After turning semi-spaces into regular
spaces, PerStem: After using PerStem, Clean-SS: After correcting
semi-spaces and VerbStem: After correcting semi-spaces and segmenting
verbs.

Input – P @ X ⇣IÉ X @P  P  Q” @  – @ Ë YK⌦ X @P  P  QK⌦ X Èª @Qk✓ ’ÊÖQ⇣K ˘÷  fl @ XQ  Ø  P @

Raw-RS Az frdA nmy trsm crAkh dyrwz rA dydh Am w Amrwz rA dwst dArm
from tomorrow , it would not have seen am yesterday and today i love

PerStem Az frdA nmy trsm crAkh dyrwz rA dy dh Am w Amrwz rA dwst dAr m
from tomorrow , am not seen since yesterday and today i love

VerbStem Az frdA n my trs m crAkh dyrwz rA dyd h Am w Amrwz rA dwst dAr m
from tomorrow , not afraid because i have seen yesterday and today i love

Reference i ’m not afraid of tomorrow because i have seen yesterday and i like today

Figure 1: Example output from three systems and one of the references from the dev set. As seen in the
bolded and underlined words, the VerbStem system captures linguistic information and produces better
translation quality.

Method Raw Raw-RS PerStem Clean-SS VerbStem
BLEU 33.0 33.6 32.6 32.2 33.7

Table 1: SMT results on the dev set.

Model BLEU METEOR TER
Raw-RS (Baseline) 31.4 31.2 60.9
VerbStem (Best model) 33.3 32.2 61.1

Table 2: Results from the baseline and the best
system on the blind test set.

Results and Discussion The results of SMT ex-
periments on the dev set are shown in Table 1.
VerbStem is our best system. Simply replacing all
spaces (Raw-RS) does rather well and is plausi-
bly the strongest simplest baseline we can com-
pare to. PerStem and Clean-SS underperform the
baseline. Clean-SS is the worst system (as ex-
pected since it increases sparsity), but it is nec-
essary as a step for VerbStem. The improvement
in VerbStem is possibly the result of reduced spar-
sity and increased symmetry between English and
Persian. Verb segmentation makes a lot of infor-
mation explicit, such as negation, subject pronoun
(especially since Persian as a pro-drop language)
and object pronoun.

We apply VerbStem to the blind test set and
compare it to Raw-RS. Table 2 shows the blind
test results using BLEU-4 (Papineni et al., 2002),
METEOR (Lavie and Agarwal, 2007) and TER
(Snover et al., 2006). VerbStem produces a higher
BLEU score improvement over the Raw-RS base-
line on the blind test compared to the dev set. This
may suggest that our dev set is easier in general.
Although our best system does well in Figure 1,
the best result still suffers from suboptimal word
order. The position of the verb in Persian (as an
SOV language) is very problematic when translat-
ing to English (an SVO language) especially for
long sentences.

7 Conclusion and Future Directions
Our experiments show that segmenting Persian
verbs improves translation quality. However, the
translation output of all current systems in this pa-
per suffer from word order problems. In the future,
we plan to investigate how to improve word order
in the translation output using a variety of tech-
niques such as hierarchical phrase-based models
(Chiang, 2005; Kathol and Zheng, 2008; Cohn and
Haffari, 2013), or models employing parsers to be
developed using the Persian dependency treebank
(Collins et al., 2005; Elming and Habash, 2009;
Carpuat et al., 2010).
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IExperimental Setup: Training data: 160K parallel sentences (3.7M words),
1k tuning, 268 dev with 3 English references, 268 blind test with 3 English
references, Giza++, KenLM and Moses Decoder for phrase-based SMT.

Persian Morphology

IAdjectives
ISuffix ‘tar’ for comparative (like “er” in English) and ‘taryn’ for superlative (like
“est” in English)

pretty $یبا
prettier تر$یبا
the prettiest ترین$یبا

book کتا)
books هاکتا)

INouns
ISuffix for plural nouns

pretty $یبا
prettier تر$یبا
the prettiest ترین$یبا

book کتا)
books هاکتا)

IVerbs
I Inflected in different combinations for tense, mood, aspect, voice and person.
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نمیخو%ندمش
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Morpheme Segmentation

We use two morpheme segmentations:
IPerStem: a regular expression matcher that tokenizes all words.
IVerbStem: only tokenizes verbs with high accuracy.

IWe assigned each word the POS with highest probability independent from
corpus.

IProbability of each POS tag is calculated on Bijankhan corpus.

Conclusion

ISegmenting Persian verbs improves translation quality.
IVerbStem produces a higher BLEU score improvement over the Raw-RS

baseline on the blind test compared to the dev set. This may suggest that
our dev set is easier in general.

IThe translation output of all current systems in this paper suffer from word
order problems.
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